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Abstract:

The ability to detect defined objects (e.g: pedestrians, Vehicle and boat) are the first important step in many

computer vision applications such as video surveillance. In this talk, I will give a comprehensive overview of

our research outcomes in vision and learning for these defined object detections. I will present an experimental

study on pedestrian detection using state-of-the-art local feature extraction and boosting based classifiers. The

performance of pedestrian detection using different features including region covariance, histogram of oriented

gradients (HOG) Local Binary Pattern feature descriptors are experimentally evaluated. The experiments are

performed on both the benchmarking datasets and recorded videos for our research project. Building upon the

findings of our experiments for pedestrian detection, I will introduce some simpler pedestrian detectors using

combined simple features and the covariance features. Unlike the work in other references, where the feature

selection and weak classifier training are performed on the Riemannian manifold, we select features and train

weak classifiers in the Euclidean space for faster computation. A set of demo will be shown to link our research

to many applications including vehicle, boat and human detection. As a conclusion, I will show some practical

algorithms that can be used in surveillance system in real time.
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